Lighting controls
for contractors

TM

Easy-to-install lighting controls and do-it-yourself
commissioning for commercial applications

THE AMATIS SYSTEM

We’re on a mission to show how simple lighting controls can be.

We make it simple to design,
quote, install and commission,
giving contractors full control
of the process and programming, with our support team
coaching along the way.
With a wireless mesh network,
you can eliminate complexity,
outsourcing and range limitation, compared to wired
or wireless hub-and-spoke
networks.
Lights are wirelessly connected and secure, able to make
decisions based on the experiences and inputs from any
other light in the system.
We’re making our controls
app as user friendly as your
favorite websites, giving you
direct access to individual light
fixtures and sensors, from
your desktop, phone or tablet.

FIXTURE CONTROLS

Connect with:
BORDER ROUTER

Retrofit fixtures with:
SMART LED DRIVER

Enable smart
fixtures with:
ADVANCED LOAD
CONTROLLER

PERIPHERALS

One-touch control
with:
BATTERY OR WIRED
SWITCHES

Motion, light, temp
and humidity with:
CONNECTED
SENSORS

Internet
RESTful APIs

Control and monitor with:
COMMISSIONING APP +
LIGHTING DASHBOARD

TM

Detroit-area pilot:
free demo samples

Digital lighting controls really can be simple and reliable, and
seeing is believing. We’re offering a free commissioning training session and controls demonstration kit to install however
you choose — in your office, conference room or warehouse.

How to qualify
1. Confirm you are employed by and represent
an electrical contractor company. General contractors
and architectural engineering firms will be considered
case by case.

STU IS HERE FOR YOU

2. Confirm that interior commercial lighting and lighting
controls are part of business.
3. Eligible companies must reside in Southeast Michigan.
Companies in other regions we will consider case by
case.

Simple and cost effective
without sacrificing performance.
- Schedule a demonstration at the Detroit Electrical Industry
Training Center installation in Warren
- Join the pilot program for a free demonstration controls kit
and commissioning training session

Don’t know what to do?
Call Stu.
Stuart@amatiscontrols.com
248-345-6059

